
 

OS3® Application Notes 
 

OS3® is a fluorinated organosilicon nitrile solvent used at 0.5% to 3% of the 

electrolyte formulation in Li-Ion cells. 

• Prevents Li salt and carbonate co-solvent decomposition, scavenges HF 

• Reduces cell gassing, extends calendar life, and minimizes impedance growth 

• Forms cathode CEI surface layer to stabilize high reactivity and high voltage materials 

• Electrochemically stable to 7V (Pt) and does not impact bulk electrolyte conductivity 

 

 Contact:  battery.materials@kouraglobal.com for additional guidance  
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Process:  Industry standard LiB and electrolyte production 

processes are fully compatible with OS solvent.  No changes 

should be required to electrolyte blending, electrolyte 

injection, electrolyte soak-up, or other assembly processes.  

Special formation procedure requirements are also not 

necessary. 

Function:  OS3® solvates, 

stabilizes, and prevents 

decomposition of LiPF6 salt in 

electrolyte solution, even at temperatures in excess of 100°C.  

OS3® scavenges HF, neutralizes HF production, and 

provides continued suppression indefinitely. OS3® forms a 

CEI on the cathode, reducing gas generation. OS3® does not 

form an anode SEI layer independently but can impact SEI 

properties. The SEI layer may form thinner with equivalent 

or slightly lower impedance. OS3® has also been shown to 

reduce charge transfer activation energy. 

Performance Benefit:  OS3® typically reduces cell 

gassing, reduces cell impedance growth, improves high 

temperature cycle life & capacity retention, improves low 

temperature rate capability, and can improve safety and 

abuse tolerance. 

Concentration:  Optimized OS3® concentration varies 

significantly from system to system.  Initial testing can 

generally start in the range between 0.5% - 3.0% OS3®.  LCO 

systems trend around 1-3% while NMC systems trend in the 

0.5% - 3% range.  All systems trend higher with the use of 

Si-anodes.  Excessive OS3® may increase cell impedance.  

High Nickel cathodes (ex. NMC811) have performed best 

with low 0.5% - 1.0% concentration.   

Electrode Compatibility:  OS3® can be used with all 

common LiB electrode materials.  These include cathodes 

such as NCA, NMC, LCO, and LFP.  Common anode 

materials include natural & synthetic graphite, Si or SiO-

graphite composites, pure Si, and LTO.  

LCO Cathode:  OS3® performs well with LCO cathodes, 

especially high voltage LCO and LCO combined with Si 

anode materials. OS3® works well with other nitrile additives 

but it is very important to reduce other existing nitrile content 

(ex. SN, AN, HTCN, EGPN) to account for the addition of 

OS3®. In high nickel cathodes such as NMC622 and 

NMC811, OS3® has demonstrated significant gas reduction 

as related to material dissolution of cathode materials.  

Silicon Anode: OS3® provides significant performance 

enablement in Si-anode systems, most notably reducing gas 

generation and improving cycle life. OS3® stabilizes FEC 

and will reduce the associated gas generation from its use.  

FEC Compatibility:  OS3® reduces gas generation and 

impedance growth from FEC, particularly in Si-anode 

containing systems.  Higher OS3® (~3%) content can provide 

more benefit (cycle life, low gassing, low impedance) in high 

percentage Si-graphite composite systems, that require high 

FEC electrolytes. 

Salts:  OS3® has demonstrated fundamental stabilizing 

benefits in LiPF6 salt-based electrolyte systems, plus reduces 

Al corrosion and improves cycling stability of imide salt 

systems (LiFSI, LiTFSI, LiBETI).  Co-salt compatibility 

includes (but not limited to); LiBF4, LiBOB, LiDFOB, 

LiO2PF2, and LiF. 

Ceramic Separators:  OS3® may improve system 

performance when combined with ceramic separator 

material.  Additional water introduced by ceramic coatings 

can be mitigated by OS3®.  


